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Section B [50 marks] 

3. The questions in this test are all based on an invented language, called Pip. Read each group of 
examples carefully, paying particular attention to different forms of words, and working out what information 
they convey Uust as in English there are differences between e.g. cat and cats, or beckon and beckons and 
beckoned). Word order in Pip is different from that of English and is not really fixed; it is not a reliable guide 
to the meanings of sentences. Note also that Pip has nothing corresponding to the English the and a(n), so 
that pit can mean a dog or the dog. Note that a and a are different vowels from each other. You are also 
advised to work through the questions in this section in the order in which they are given, as the later ones 
presuppose some information or vocabulary supplied in earlier examples. 

(a) pit sak run 1:i(C • The dog chased the cat. ,:(JI('c 
,VJ, /liillup kat --- The~ t watched the mouse. 

The horse saw the teacher. 

liip P,UUt kat - - The mice watched the dogs.- ... 

kid taw muuk The horse saw the squirrels. 

Give the meaning of: 
[4] ,:::::::~ ";;t/.0miipputkat { 7?--i)~~ /4-1~ V'?--t_/4& . 
[3].::-~ taw kud lip _~/J-/ __ ~ cu...,.J ~ '---'-,/ ib., ~ v d~ -- _fu ~--~~-A___ ~ ,__o.....=.......-~- ~ 

~.P 
Translate into Pip: / . ~ _L 

The mouse saw the cats. (.//,- 7c:Zc.-J rt;UA t-1. r-----,,---------'--.::..___________ [5] 

(b) mip put kakap The teacher likes the dog. 

sasak rin The cat chases him. 

pit kap The dog liked her. 

kakat lip The mouse watches him. 

kiid tataw The horses see her. 

mik yub tataw The squirrel sees an apple pie. 

pas kid The horse bit it. 

pit pap The dog cut it. 

sasat rin The cat steals it. 

lip papas The mouse bites it. 

rin kat The cat watched it. 

raraf mik The squirrel takes it. 

yub lip lam The mouse got the apple pie. 

Give the meaning of: 

kid yub papap. TLe k§Y1r 
h. r , -d- L7. ?l.. I l ;,,.. ;' J_,-,r r

kakap miik. ___I (/,..f' , '~,(1 _, _~ ) ~---------'---'-_VV' ~ [4]<--"-__~ -,--r.,., ,_ ✓_______ ' 'V' _+-------

7 t 
Translate into Pip: ) , -.., 

The dogs get it. - _,f_ ;_,_f-__--t-(J-,-&_ I_~- ~~-------------- [5] 
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(c) put pupup-yub kid taw The horse saw the dog cutting the apple pie. 

mip susuk-luup run kakat The teacher watches the cat chasing the mice. 

mik run taw sut-yub The squirrel saw the cat who had stolen the apple pie. 

rin taw puut suk-luup The cat saw the dogs who had chased the mice. 

kat rin lup lulum The cat watched the mouse getting it. 

ruf tataw pit muup The dog sees the teachers who have taken it. 

muuk sut tataw riin The cats see the squirrels who have stolen it. 

Give the meaning of: ~ 
put liip taw ruruf-yuub. ~ ffl(.,(J J'~ 11...,. dA( # . k-4' 

0 , 

piit luup ruruftataw. f?v 1Zrzj1 A«, %f ~f.! 

Translate into Pip: 

The cat sees the teacher who has cut it. _ ...::.....::....-____-=----:"""'-=--~~ ~ 1 __f1 ~ ~ k,,,el/f4! {)~=:.:,v=--!..._ [5] 

(d) kod kokot-yub, rin lup sak While the horse was watching the apple pie, 
the cat chased the mouse. 

pot sosok-ruun, yuub lip pap While the dog was chasing the cats, 
the mouse cut the apple pies. 

pop-yub pot, mip sak lup When the dog had cut the apple pie, 
the teacher chased the mouse. 

lop popop-yuub, pit run tataw While the mouse is cutting the apple pies, 
the dog sees the cat. 

rof-yub ron, taw pit muk When the cat had taken the apple pie, 
the dog saw the squirrel. 

roon sosot-yub, kakat lup miik While the cats are stealing the apple pie, 
the squirrels watch the mouse. 

mok tow-yub, pit sasak run When the squirrel has seen the apple pie, 
the dog chases the cat. 

Give the meaning of: 

tow-run lop, pit yub papap. 

L~ c1t.., .1#\A11Ak tu,.. c r u 

__.....,__ -'---'--____,________,._. · [4]O ->-'-~1-r .ft,,t a....,'#'.'-'-"~-~#~'..t---__________ 

kokot-run loop, kat yub mip. _ :....,.. T',e ~ '-'-.....~___./I , ....,Me:c..=.;;;..::,;;o;;.....-_;_:....,,,.,~~_,_.:;__-=-te.....---'-"'CJ-C,rt........::..:......>....____,.:Crijr 

_ 11-t.. /W-' ~ tf ~ n.:r ~~--=----=-t_[4]:........=.......;...i.==-,/e.,____....:..,,,.1J=---"--"'~=--==-::=----=----=:::...L_____:__:_.______:_ 

Translate into Pip: 

While the cats are watching the squirrels, the dogs get the apple pie. ________ 

bkoL-~ ;CJOh- . (),', f- ~ ~ ~td, r [5]
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